Product Build Guide

Singing Characters

Installation Guide

LIGHTING HARDWARE SETUP
EQUIPMENT DAMAGE
WARNING
During the setup of your lighting hardware, it is
critical to ensure that you DO NOT cross-wire
between silver, green-stickered network ports
and black, blue-stickered network ports.
Green-stickered ports CAN ONLY wire to other
green-stickered ports.
Blue-stickered ports CAN ONLY wire to other
blue-stickered ports.
Failure to do so WILL result in damage to the
network ports and void the warranty included
with your CORE Show Player product.
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Installation Guide
4. Connect Network Cable(s)

1. Attach Feet to Stand

Line up the holes on the included metal feet
with the open holes on the base of the metal
strut, then use an allen wrench to attach the
feet with the included bolts.

Connect a network cable from the black adapter (blue
sticker) mounted to the side wall in your CORE Show
Player to an open black port (blue sticker) in your LOR
16-channel controller.
Note: if you are running more than two Singing
Characters, you will need to connect an additional
network cable from the remaining open port on the
16-channel LOR controller to one of the open ports on
your second 16-channel LOR controller.

2. Attach Controller Boxes

Attach the included controller boxes to
the back of your product with the installed
mounting bracket.

5. Connect Audio

Connect an 1/8” audio plug from the headphone output
on the white USB audio adapter inside the CORE Show
Player to your audio playback device.

3. Plug Lights into Controller

Match the numbers on the power cords
coming from the back of your face with the
numbers on the power cords coming from
your controller. Channel 3 is unused, and some
characters have no Channel 2. Skip these.
Note: If you are using more than one Singing
Character, you will connect plugs 9-16 to plugs
1-8 on Singing Characters 2 & 4 respectively.

6. Plug All Devices In

Plug in the power cords from your LOR controller(s)
- there will be two per controller - into an adequately
rated outlet or extension cable. Secondly, attach the
power to your CORE Show Player.
Wait roughly 90 seconds for your device to initialize. It
will start automatically after the 90 second delay.
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